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“Find rabbits.”
 
This was one task assigned to me during my time in Wemindji. I am no hunter. 

In place of  brass wire, I had to use different tools: the radio, posters, and speech. 
Skill, in the Cree culture of  learning, is something acquired through failure and 
self-direction. And silence. The duties entrusted to me in Wemindji provided 
opportunity for all of  these things. I fell gamely down the rabbit hole, without 
instruction.

Mary, an Elder, had agreed to demonstrate her way of  skinning and cooking 
rabbits to any community members who expressed interest. For two weeks, my 
conversations with people began with the mention of  rabbits. The opportunities 
to connect with community members through conversations about animals were 
invaluable. They laid the foundations for many strong friendships that grew during 
my stay. I was not an intern, or an educator, or an architect arriving in the North 
to market my knowledge. I was a girl, helping out and looking for rabbits. People 
would bring them to me in the community hall freshly killed, flexible, and held by 
the legs, or else frozen stiff in a cardboard box. Occasionally a hunting story was 
shared with me. I kept the animals, thawing, bleeding, marbling the linoleum tiles 
of  my office floor with red and white. 

HOW TO HARVEST RABBITS
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[ABOVE, FIGURE 5.2] Rabbits in the office. 
[OPPOSITE, FIGURE 5.3] Speculative path of  rabbits from traplines, to homes, 

to the Community Hall, to the Fellowship Kitchen.
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I had welcomed the search for a consolidated form of  representation for this 
book, whether in word or in drawing. Through the process of  articulating thoughts 
and stories, my understanding and awareness has evolved. The fluidities in tone 
captured in this book are symbolic of  this evolution. My personal connection to 
Wemindji was not simply fostered while I was there—it has increased every day 
since. 

For example, I have noticed changes in my written voice. There are times when 
conventions and formalities of  the language I typically use simply cannot carry 
the message. For instance, I could write, “This rabbit workshop was organized by 
the Cultural Department as part of  their winter traditional skills programming,” 
but that feels inaccurate and dishonest, even though it is a technical description 
of  the event. Cree language, however, fits like a glove. In the few Cree words 
and phrases I have learned, I have noticed the gap between the signifier and the 
signified is minimal––almost nonexistent. There is little room for confusion or 
miscommunication. 

Place names are a clear example. A trapline map of  Eastern James Bay might 
be marked with a single Cree word that translates to “the place where the river splits 
into five branches,” or perhaps “the place where the poplars grow.” The placename 
is characterized by geographical features of  the site. The place is its name. 

These words, though unembellished, have a depth and fullness of  meaning. 
For instance, the Cree word for health is “miyupimaatisiiun,” which translates to 
“being alive well.” Good health for the Cree is synonymous with good presence, 
and is achieved by actively participating in relationships with people, animals, and 
the environment.(*-*) “Being alive well” means working hard to strengthen these 
relationships, for they power the spirit and the body. 

In dominant Western clinical practice, the term “health” is rooted in empiricism, 
biology, and individualism. It describes a body that is free of  illness, a body that is 

not sick. Treatment is a reflection of  this outlook––it is delivered after the sickness 
is already present. The body is seen as a complete kit of  moving parts and treated 
as such, as opposed to a single cog in a broader system of  living things. Health is 
therefore about absence, not presence. It is about being alive, but not necessarily 
well. 

While hunting practices in Eeyou Istchee have certainly changed, they 
have persisted. The same can be said for the concept of  miyupimaatisiiun. In a 
contemporary context, to be “alive well” means to be in active conversation with 
the world while acknowledging and interacting with a flux and flow of  complex 
conditions. To not simply to live on the land, but with it. Plumbing this concept was 
critical to my own development as a designer and as a human being. It continues to 
be. This idea of  establishing a connection to a site has been presented, throughout 
my education, as a central responsibility of  the architect. We celebrate those whose 
work depends on this intimate connection to site: Scarpa, Zumthor, Murcutt, 
Wright. The architect at her post. Her body of  work cultivates looseness; each 
project fits its site and situation, well, like a glove. I am more inspired by these 
designers than by those who repeatedly explore a singular vision.

Site is not a two-dimensional shape on a plan drawing. Site is made of  people, 
stories, conversations, and temperatures. Site is the small, snowy valley where a 
dog chases you down on your way to work. Site is in Fred’s jacket, its aroma of  
diesel and burning pine. Site is in the couch of  a new friend who gives you the 
opportunity to grieve with her as she recounts her first painful night in a residential 
school. Site is in the arena, where seven girls push you around, trying to teach you 
to skate. Site is in the muscles of  a rabbit. Site is in the frozen bay, where you hear 
silence for the first time in your life. Look at the possibilities of  a site like this. You 
cannot find them on a topographic map.    

Architecture is filled with personality, so of  course design depends on connections 

AND ACHIEVE GOOD HEALTH.
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to site. The experience of  site informs the ideas in the design, whether intentionally 
or inadvertently. This is why connections of  these kinds must be shaped. Still, I see 
a single vision continually imposed on the North, whether by architects who enter 
communities with drafted plans of  suburban-type developments or by architects 
using the romanticized qualities and distant nature of  the North to propel their 
own agendas: to be published and noticed. These architects want monologues, not 
dialogues. This isn’t to say that the work has no value, but to me, it is site-less. I see 
this practiced in academia and professional work. I see it taught to students. I have 
experienced it in my own education. What distinguishes us from the developers 
drawing plans for James Bay hydro-development in the 1970s? Have we really 
changed?

Without working towards miyupimaatisiiun, or in other words without 
participating in personal exchanges with people, animals, and environments, 
balance in architectural work is difficult to achieve. This is especially important to 
remember when designing in a cultural framework outside of  the architect’s own. 
If  those relationships are not privileged above all else, the architect risks creating a 
fetishized product or an unethical solution, one founded on a simplified and skewed 
image of  a place—a two-dimensional shape on a plan drawing. 

[FIGURE 5.4] Overlapping animal, human and vehicular tracks.


